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ABSTRACT 
Let D denote a diagonal n X n complex matrix, and suppose xi, . . . , xr and 
u: i,‘.‘, LL’, are complex n-vectors. It is shown that there is a rational function F such 
that if A is not an eigenvalue for D, then A is an eigenvalue for P = D + x:w, 
+ ... +xTwr if and only if F(h) = 0. Th’ g is eneralizes a well-known result for the 
eigenvalues of a rank one self-adjoint perturbation. An immediate corollary in the rank 
one self-adjoint case is that the eigenvalues of P and D must interlace if the 
eigenvalues of D are distinct and the perturbation matrix is irreducible. It is shown 
that in the general case the function F also carries information about the eigenvalues 
of P. For example, A is an eigenvalue of multiplicity m > 0 for P if and only if 
F(A) = F’(A) = . . . = F(“-‘)( A) = 0 and F(“)(A) # 0. In the self-adjoint case, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the eigenvalues of P and D to interlace is given, 
and the problem of determining the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of D as 
eigenvalues of P is studied. The formula yields a simple algorithm for determining the 
characteristic polynomial of a tridiagonal matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose D is a real diagonal n X n matrix with diagonal entries 
~l,...,~” written in the decreasing order, and further suppose u) is a 
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complex vector of length n. If we write w = (wi, . . . , a+,>, then w deter- 
mines a matrix of rank one by the formula 
01 
wz w*w= . 1: w7l 
Let E denote a nonzero real number. The eigenvalues of the perturbation 
P = D + EW*W 
have been studied by a number of numerical analysts, including Wilkinson, 
Golub, and Cuppin [8, 3, 21. In particular, the following result has played a 
useful role in their work. 
THEOREM 0. Zf each wi # 0, the eigenvalues of D each have multiplicity 
one, and A is a complex number-, then h is an eigenvalue for P if and only if 
7X lwi12 o 
F(h)=l+eC----= . 
i= l  q  - A (1) 
This theorem has been credited to Golub [3] (see [7], for example), but it 
seems at least to be implicit in [8, pp. 94-971. Equation 1 is called the secular 
equation.’ Since F’(A) > 0 on its domain, it follows that F(A) increases from 
- 00 to + 03 as A increases from cri+ 1 to ni and therefore the graph of F 
crosses the x-axis in each of these intervals. Thus, the eigenvalues of D and 
P strictly interlace. That is, if the eigenvalues of P are denoted by A,, . . . , A,, 
and if ??> 0, then 
a, < A, < a,, _ 1 < -a- < A, < o1 < A,. 
‘Here the adjective secular is intended to be taken as meaning “existing or continuing 
through ages or centuries: AGELONC, CENTUHIED, DIUTEHNAL" [5]. It seems to have first appeared 
in the study of planetary motion, and its use goes back at least to Cauchy [l, p. 3401. 
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The purpose of this note is to present a secular equation for the case 
where the diagonal matrix D may have complex eigenvalues of any multiplic- 
ity and where it is perturbed by the addition of r not necessarily self-adjoint 
matrices of rank one. Thus, matrices of the form 
P = D + xyw, + ... +x;w, 
will be considered. 
The general formula will be presented in the next section. When r = 1 
the formula is analogous to (1) above. For r = 2 it has the form 
'i 
F(h)=l+ il:p +? 
'ij 
i=r a,-A i<j ( (Yi - A)( cy] - A) = O* 
When r = 3 we have 
'i 
F(h)=l+ k-- 
i= l  q  - A 
Aqk 
i<j<k ( (Yi - h)( fZlj - A)( (Yk - A) =” 
Here the coefficients Ai, Aij, and AiJk are complex numbers obtained from 
the addition of products of certain minors of the determinants of two r X n 
matrices. If the number of terms in the equation is counted including the 
number of products of such minors, then the general equation has 
mi;gn,i;)(;) = (ny-) 
terms. 
Thus, in general the formula is unwieldy even for moderately small values 
of r and rz. However, if most of the entries of the perturbation P are zero, 
then many of the products of the minors can be taken to be zero and the 
formula may become more manageable. For example it turns out that if P is 
a tridiagonal matrix, then the secular formula has Fib,, 1 terms, where Fib, 
denotes the nth Fibonacci number; moreover, in this case there is a simple 
algorithm to calculate it. Thus, it seems possible that the equation may be 
useful in the study of the eigenvalues of sparse matrices. 
As another application, it will be shown that if T is a complex matrix with 
distinct eigenvalues and A,, . . . , A, are any (not necessarily distinct) complex 
numbers, then there are vectors x and u: such that the eigenvalues of 
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T +x*w are A,,..., A,, in contrast to the self-adjoint case, where the 
eigenvalues must interlace. It should be noted that this result is not new (see 
[6], for example). In fact it seems likely that it has been discovered indepen- 
dently several times. 
The paper is organized as follows. The secular equation is defined and 
then proved in the next section. The applications noted above are presented 
in Section 3. Other implications of the general equation are given in Section 
4. The main result here is that A is an eigenvalue of multiplicity m for P 
(different from the eigenvalues of 0) if and only if F(A) = 0, F’(A) = 0, . . . , 
F’“- i'(A) = 0, andF(“‘)( A) + 0. 
The self-adjoint case is studied in the final section. It is shown that if the 
interval Zj = (cryi+i, czi>, is fixed and we write #{j : Aj E Ii) for the cardinality 
of the indicated set, then generically, #{j: Aj E Zi} corresponds to the 
number of times the graph of F crosses the x-axis in Ii. However, in general, 
#{j : Aj E Ii} is the number of times the graph of F crosses the x-axis plus 
the number of times it touches the x-axis, counting the orders of those critical 
points. It follows that the parity of #{j : Aj E Zi) is odd if F’ has the same 
sign near both endpoints of Ii, and the parity is even if F’ has opposite signs 
near the endpoints. In addition, a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
eigenvalues of P and D to interlace is presented, and the problem of 
determining the multiplicities of the ai’s as eigenvalues of P is studied. 
2. THE SECULAR EQUATION 
It is useful to begin by developing some notation. Let wr, . . . , w, denote 
vectors in C”, write wi = ( wil,. . . , win) for i = 1,. . . , r, and let W stand 
for the r X n matrix determined by these row vectors. Thus, . . 
w = “.“’ “.“” . %n . . I : . * . . %l 6J r2 **- w rn I
Similarly, suppose xi = ( &, . . . , &,> for i = 1,. . . , r, and write 
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Next let S(k, r) and S(k, n) denote the collection of all k-element 
subsets of { 1,2, . . . , r} and {1,2, . . . , n}, respectively, written in increasing 
order. If I = (i, < i, < ... < ik} E S(k, r) and J = {jr <j, < **. <j,] E 
S(k, n), then let A(W, I, J) denote the minor of W determined bv the 
subsets I and J: 
i 
. . . w. 
‘ilk \ 
oJiri, w. 
A(W, Z,J) = det . 
‘232 
. 
and define A( X, 1, J) analogously. Finally, let 
with diagonal entries CY,, . . . , CY,,, where the 
numbers, and write 
. . . 0. 
‘Llk 
. ’ 
. . 
. . . w. 
‘klk 
D denote a diagonal matrix 
(Y,‘s are arbitrary complex 
P = D + X$I~ + ... x;w,. 
THEOREM 1 (The secular equation). of h is a complex number that is not 
an eigenvalue of D, then h is an eigenvalue for P if and only if 
midn, r) 
F(A)=l+ c c c 4 f> 1, J)A(W, 1, J) 
n,qca; - *I 
= 0. (2) 
k=l ]ESUc,n) ItS(k,r) 
Note that it is no longer assumed as in (1) that the (Y,‘s are distinct. In fact 
the formula holds in the case where each oi = 0. Also, no a prior-i restric- 
tions need be put on the coordinates of the x,‘s and wi’s. Finally, the formula 
is also valid when r > n. In fact, in the tridiagonal application given below it 
is useful to take r = 2n - 2. 
Let us use 9A to denote the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A. 
Thus, 9JA) = det( D - AI) = nl= 1( q - A). The idea of the proof of 
Theorem 1 is to calculate PP and then show that F(h) = YP(h)/9,(A). In 
order to state this formula a bit more notation is necessary. If 1 < k < n and 
J E S(n - k, n), let J’ denote the complement (1,2,. . . , n} \J, written in 
increasing order. 
THEOREM 2. We have 
mdn, r) 
9P(A) = IiCai - ‘1 + C C ',n@J - A)’ (3) 
i=l k=~ JES(~--~.~) it1 
54 
where 
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C, = c A( x, Z,J’)A(W, I>_/‘). 
ZcS(k,r) 
When r > n and k = n, the formula is to be interpreted as follows. We 
have S(0, n) = {a}, so that in this case J’ = (1,. . . , n). We adopt the 
convention that moj - h) = 1, so when k = n the contribution to the sum 
in (3) is 
c A( x, 1, J’)A(W, 1, I’). 
le.%, r) 
In p+icular, if r = n = k, then the contribution to the sum is just 
det X det W. Also, note that once Theorem 2 is established, Theorem 1 
follows easily. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2 it is useful to introduce some more 
notation and establish a technical lemma. If 1 < j, k < n, write 
so that 
LEMMA 3. If 1 <k < min(n,r) and J = {j, < *a* <j,l E S(k,n), 
then 
det = C A(%Z,J)A(W>I>l). (4) 
ZES(k, r) 
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Proof. The determinant on the left side of Equation (4) has the form 
where the sum is taken over all permutations c of J, and ( - 1)” denotes the 
sign of (T. Thus, the determinant is the sum of terms of the form 
Now fix integers ii,. . , , i, in (1,. . . , r}. Note that these integers need not 
be increasing or even distinct. The corresponding term in the product (5) 
above is 
= ll~=,&,,,, and w~,~~Z) = l-l~=,~~~,~(~~). Now keep I fixed 
ese terms over all permutations (T to get 
Since 
we get that this sum is 0 unless the i,‘s are distinct. So, suppose the ih’s are 
distinct and Z = {i, < i, < *a* < ik). In this case we get 
and so the contribution to the determinant with this choice of indices is 
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Next, suppose r is a permutation of 1 = {il < i, < .** < ik}, and con- 
sider the term in the product (5) above such that the first index is I, the 
second index is r(is), etc. It has the form 
and therefore, if we sum these terms over all permutations u, then we get 
If we now sum over all permutations 7 of I, then we get that the contribution 
to the determinant is 
A(W, 1, J) c ( - I)‘&,,,,, = A( x, I, J)A(W, I, 1). 
7 
The proof is now completed by summing over all Z E S(k, r). 
Proof of Theorem 2. We have 
’ -A + Rl, ffl a,, *‘* 
gp( A) = det 
fi2, a2 - h + 022 *** 
. 
fl,,, a,,, ..*. a, 
Thus, the characteristic polynomial has the form 
n n-1 
??
Ql” 
c! 2n 
A’+ cl,, - 
ccPp(h)= n(q-h)+A+ c c 
i=l 
q--Uoj - 4, (6) 
k=l JES(n-k,n) .I~J 
where 
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Moreover, if we write C, = d and take the empty product to be 1, then 
using the convention that S(0, n> = 0, Equation (6) may be rewritten as 
.Yp(A) = fJ(q - A) + k c cJfI(aj - A). (7) 
i=l k=l ]ES(n--k.n) j=1 
Now fix 1 < k < n and J E S(n - k, n). Note that simultaneously inter- 
changing a pair of rows and a pair of columns leaves the determinant 
unchanged. Hence we may simultaneously permute the rows and columns of 
the matrix in the determinant so that the first IZ - k diagonal entries are 
a 
JI - * + 'j,,j,, aj2 - A + 'lz.j2~.." aj,,_k - * + nj,p_k,j,,_k 
and the remaining diagonal entries are 
Lyi; - A + Rj;, j;) aj’2 - A + n,,, j;, . . . ) aj; - A + Rj;, ji,, 
where J’ = 11,. . . , n) \ J = {j;, . . . ,j;}, written in increasing order. It fol- 
lows that 
CJ = det (8) 
Note that if n > k > r, then since the matrix in (8) is the sum of r matrices 
of rank 1, this determinant is zero. Thus, if r < n, then we get 
9P( ‘1 = *vl ( ai - A) + C C 
k=lJES(n-k.n) 
“J,p,Caj - *I> 
and therefore 
min(r, 71) 
9P(A) = fI(ai-A) + C C 
i=l 
CJII(aj - ‘1 
k=l JEST--k,d jel 
in the general case. Finally, by Lemma 3, we have 
CJ = c A(% I,J’)A(W, I,J’). 
ZES(k, r) 
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REMARK. Using a technique first employed by Cuppin in [2], it is easy to 
see that if A is an eigenvalue for P and Z* is a corresponding eigenvector, 
then z* is in the linear span of {(D - A)-lx:, . . . , (D - A)-‘rr}. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
First let us develop a simple algorithm for determining the secular 
formula for a tridiagonal matrix. Suppose T is such a matrix. That is, suppose 
that the diagonal entries of T are cxi, . . . , a,, the entries on the first upper 
diagonal are Pi,. . ., p,_ 1, the entries on the first lower diagonal are 
Yl,..., 3/“-i, and all 0th er entries are zero. The characteristic polynomial for 
T is somewhat complicated. However, using the secular equation it is 
possible to encode the data in such a way that the coefficients are easy to 
calculate. Let us take T = 2n - 2 and define W and X as follows. Set 
and 
x* = 
(1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
w= 
\ 
1 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 1 
0 Pl 
Yl 0 0 P2 
Yz 0 
0 P”-2 
3/n-2 0 0 on-1 
x-1 0 
where the omitted entries are all zero. It is easy to check that if XT, . . . , X& _ 2 
denote the columns of X*, wi, . . . , w2n_2 denote the rows of W, and D is 
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the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries (or,. . . , a,, then 
T = D + xTwl + --. x;,_~w+~. 
Thus W and x are each made up of 2 X 2 blocks which are staggered so that 
the first column of an intermediate block is directly below the second column 
of the preceding block and the second column of an intermediate block is 
directly above the first column of the succeeding block. 
Hence, most of the coefficients A(_?, I, ]>A(W, I, J) in F are zero. _For 
example, since for each fixed index pair (i, j) either the (i, j) entry of X is 
zero or the (i, j) entry of W is zero, the rational function F contains no 
terms whose denominators have degree one. Moreover, at least some of the 
nonzero coefficients in the secular equation can be read off from X by 
choosing Z and J so that the minors consist of products of the determinants 
of subsets of corresponding blocks. For example, if we label the blocks in X 
and W as 2 ,,..., X,_, and W, ,..., T/v,_,, then it is clear that some of the 
coefficients in the numerators in F are of the form 
det &detWi = --piri, 
det Fi det Wi det Fj det Wj = pi yi pj y, , (9) 
det Xi det W, det yj det W, det _& det W, = - pi yi pj yj & yk , 
etc. Moreover, since Z and J must be the same size, products of determi- 
nants of successive blocks do not occur in these coefficients. Thus we need 
only consider such products where i + 1 < j < j + 1 < k. For example, 
if we take J = (1, 2}, (2, 3}, , . . , {n - 1, n} and Z = 11, 21, {3, 4) ,..., 
{2n - 3, 2n - 2}, we see that F contains terms of the form 
- PlYl -PzYz -P,-lY,- I 
( a1 - A)( a2 - A) + (cr2 - h)(a, - A) + .** + ( (Y,_~ - h)(a, - A) ’ 
It is the content of the next two lemmas that these “obvious” terms are the 
only ones that occur in F. Write Fib, for the nth Fibonacci number so that 
Fib, = Fib, = 1, Fib, = 2, etc. 
LEMMA 4. Zf T is an n X n triangular matrix, then its secularformula F 
has Fib,,+, terms. 
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proof. If n = 2, we have 9r(A) = (a, - Ma, - A) - Plyi and so 
F(A)=l+ 
-PlYl 
(ff1 - A)( cx2 - A) ’ 
which has 2 = Fib, terms. If n = 3, we have 
Pr( A) = (a1 - A)[( az - A)( (~3 - A) - PZYZ] - &YI( as - A) 
and so 
F(A) = 1 + 
--PI% -P2Y2 
(a1 - A)( a2 - A) + (a2 - A)(&, -A) ’ 
which has 3 = Fib, terms. Now proceed by induction. Write T2 [T,] for the 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) [(n - 2) x (n - 2)] p rincipal submatrix of T obtained by 
deleting its first row and column [first two rows and columns]. Note that T2 
and T3 are each triangular matrices. With this notation it is easy to check that 
and therefore, if we write F, and F3 for the secular formulas associated to T, 
and T3, respectively, then the secular formula for T is 
F(A) = F,(A) + - PIA, 
(ffi - AHa2 - A) 
F3( A). 
Since T, and T3 are triangular, we get that F2 [ F3] has Fib, [Fib, _ i] terms 
by our induction hypothesis, and therefore F has Fib,, 1 = Fib, + Fib,_ i 
terms. ??
LEMMA 5. There are precisely Fib,, 1 - 1 “obvious” terms. 
Proof. If n = 2, we have 
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and there is 1 = Fib, - 1 obvious term. If n = 3, then 
‘0 0 
\ 
‘1 0 o\ Yl 
0 10 xc PI 0 0 w= 
0 10’ 0 0 Y2’ 
\o 0 1, ,o Pz 0) 
and there are 2 = Fib, - 1 obvious terms. Let us again proceed by induc- 
tion. Fix 12 > 3, and assume that the lemma is true for matrices of dimension 
< n. With this assumption we get that there are Fib,, - 1 obvious terms 
generated using W,, X,, . . . , Wn_2, x, _2. There is an additional term of the 
form det y,, _ 1 det W,, _ 1. All the remaining obvious term involve the product 
of this term and obvious terms formed from W,, x, , . . . , Wn _ 3, fn _ 3. By our 
induction hypothesis, there are precisely Fib,,- 1 - 1 such terms. Thus, there 
are Fib,, - 1 + 1 + Fib,, ~, - 1 = Fib,, + , - 1 obvious terms. ??
Note that even if T were self-adjoint, it would be necessary to use the 
general (non-self-adjoint) form of the secular equation in order to get this 
simple algorithm. 
As a second application consider the case where r = 1. It will be shown 
that, in contrast to the self-adjoint case where the eigenvalues of P and D 
interlace, if T has distinct eigenvalues and {h,, . . . , A,) is a set of n complex 
numbers, then there are vectors x and IL such that the eigenvalues of 
T + x*u; are A,, . . . , A,. 
In this case we have 
P = D + x*lL, 
where r = ([r,. . . , 5,) and I_G = ( wl,. . . , co,,). Thus the secular equation 
in this case is 
n &J 
F(h)=lt- CL=0 
i=l”iPA ’ 
and so 
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Thus, the eigenvalues of P depend only on the diagonal entries of x*w. 
Hence, if /.Q, . . . . CL,, denote nonzero complex numbers and we write x ’ = 
( P151, - * * 1 P,,&,) and wr = (q/i&,.,., w&in), then P’ = D + x’*w’ 
and P have the same characteristic polynomial and so share the same 
eigenvalues. 
PROPOSITION 6. If each eigenvalue of D has multiplicity one and 
h 1, * * *, A,, are (not necessarily distinct) complex numbers, then these num- 
bers are the eigenvalues of P if and only if 
(11) 
for i = 1,. . . , n. 
Proof. First suppose that the eigenvalues of P are A,, . . . , A,, SO that 
Pi,(A) = l-l:= i(Ai - A). In this case, using (10) we get 
and since q # oj when i # j, (11) holds. 
For the converse, suppose (11) is true and write 9(A) = nyE,(Aj - A). 
Using (10) and (ll), we get 
Thus, LP~ - 9 is a polynomial of degree at most n - 1 that is zero at n 
distinct points, and therefore PP = 9. ??
THEOREM 7. If T is an n x n complex matrix whose eigenvalues each 
have multiplicity one, and A,, . . . , A,, are not necessarily distinct complex 
numbers, then there are vectors x and w E @” such that the eigenvalues of 
T + x*w 
are A A 1>“‘, “* 
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Proof. Since the eigenvalues of T are distinct, there is an invertible 
matrix S such that D = STS-’ is diagonal. Select any vector y = 
(77 i, . . . ,T~) such that vi # 0 for each i, and write 
“j”= i( hj - O!i) 
I-% = l-I,+( cYj - q) ’ 
i = l,...,n. 
If we put z = ( /.~/yi,. . . , p,/?7,), then the diagonal entries __ - of y*z are 
pi, . . . , p,,, and therefore D + y *z has the desired eigenvalue list by Propo- 
sition 6. Thus if we put x* = Sy* and w = zS_‘, then T + x*w = S(D + 
y*z)S-’ also has these eigenvalues. ??
REMARKS. 
1. Note that it follows from the proof of Theorem 7 that the vector x 
can be taken to be “almost any” vector in Cc”. 
2. Krupnick studied the question of how the spectrum of a matrix can 
change under a general rank one perturbation in 161. His results are more 
general in that they cover the case where T can have eigenvalues of arbitrary 
multiplicity. However, the observation made in remark 1 above is apparently 
new. 
4. GENERAL IMPLICATIONS 
In this section two results are presented that hold for all complex 
matrices. The self-adjoint case will be considered in the next section. Let us 
adopt the convention that F”‘(A) = F(A). 
PROPOSITION 8. lf h is not a eigenvalue for D, then A is an eigenvalue of 
multiplicity m > 0 for P if and only if F”‘(h) = 0 for i = 0, . . . , m - 1 and 
F’“‘(A) # 0. 
Proof. The assertion is easily established using the relation 
Now fu an index 1 < i < n, and suppose the multiplicity of czi is m > 1. 
Let us examine the behavior of F near the singularity cri. Note that some of 
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the denominators in the rational function F contain powers of oi - A, while 
others do not. Moreover, since each denominator contains at most T terms, 
the highest power of q - A in these denominators is min(m, r). Grouping 
together the terms containing (q - A)min(m, r), we may write 
F(A) = 
.fw 
(ai _ A)midm.r) + gin 
where the (rational) function fi is bounded for values of A near q and 
/ii$ q - A)mi"(m2r)gi( A) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 9. If the multiplicity m of q is no greater than r, then q 
is an eigenvalue for P if and only if f,< q) = 0. 
Proof. Since m < r, we have 
PP(A) = 
~dM(4 
(q -A)" + PD( A) !A A) * 
Also, go(A) = (q - A)“q(A), where q is a polynomial such that q(q) z 0. 
Since the highest power of q - A in the denominators appearing in gi is at 
most m - 1, we get that lim,, (I~ PD(A)gi(A) = 0 and so 
9P( ai> = 4( %)fi( %> (12) 
Since q(q) + 0, (12) is 0 if and only if fi< q) = 0. ??
5. THE SELF-ADJOINT CASE 
In this section it will be assumed that the eigenvaleus of D are real and 
the perturbation is self-adjoint. Thus we have 
P = D + qwTwl + ... +E,w,*w,, 
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where the ei’s are nonzero real numbers. Also, it will be assumed that 
aiBai+i fori=l,..., n - I. If we write xi = E,W~ so that 
and if I E S(k, r) and J E S(k, n), then it is clear that 
Hence the secular equation in the self-adjoint case is 
midn, r) 
F(A)=l+ c c c &WC 1, J) I2 o 
k=l js-S(k,n) rES(k,r) nj.,(a; -A) = ’ 
where ??l = fIiE,ei. 
Since the coefficients of F and the eigenvalues of P are real, it is possible 
to study the situation using the graph of F. The next proposition is basically a 
restatement of Proposition 8 from this point of view. 
PROPOSITION 10. l’f A is not an eigenvalue for D, then 
(1) A is an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1 for P if and only if the graph of F 
crosses the x-axis at A with nonzero slope; 
(2) A is an eigenvalue for P with even multiplicity if and only if F(A) = 0 
and the graph of F has a relative extremum at A; 
(3) A is an eigenvalue for Y of odd multiplicity > 1 if and only if 
F(A) = 0 and the graph of F has an injection point at A. 
Proof. The assertions are easily established using Proposition 8 and 
elementary calculus. m 
Let us now define constants Cj* as follows. Write 
mi”(‘rr, ‘)F( A) zz h( cyi) 
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and 
CT = *lrn; ( (Yi - A)min(m*+( A) = ( - l)mi”(n’J)fi( q) 
for each eigenvalue q, where fi is the function defined prior to Proposition 
g.Also,let hi>h,> **a > A, denote the eigenvalues of P. 
THEOREM 11. Zf ai+ 1 < ai and CT+ i and Ci- are both nonzero, then 
(1) CT+ i and Ci have opposite signs if and only if #{j : ai + 1 < Aj < ai) 
is odd; 
(2) CL, and C,T have the same sign if and only if #I j : ai + 1 < Aj < oil 
is even or zero. 
Also, 
(3) CT < 0 (> 0) if and only if #{j: oi < Aj < a) is odd (zero or 
even). 
(4) C; < 0 ( > 0) ij- and only if #{j : -CC < Ai < a,} is odd (zero or 
even>. 
Note that when the cardinality of a set considered above is odd, then the 
theorem asserts that there is at least one eigenvalue in the indicated interval. 
Proof. Suppose CT+ i < 0 and C,: > 0. In this case F(A) increases from 
- ~0 as A increases from q+ i, and F(A) approaches + UJ as A nears cq. 
Since F is continuous on the interval ( cri+ 1, a,), F takes on all real values as 
A ranges from cri+ i to q. Hence, we have F(A) = 0 for at least one value of 
A in this interval. Let us say that A is a crossing point for F if F(A) = 0 and 
F does not have a realtive extremum at A. Since F is increasing near the 
endpoints of the interval, there must be an odd number of crossing points in 
cai+ IT at>. If Aj is such a crossing point, then it has odd multiplicity by 
Proposition 10. Thus, the number of eigenvalues occurring at the crossing 
points is the sum of an odd number of odd numbers and is therefore an odd 
number. Since all the remaining eigenvalues occur at relative extrema for F, 
their multiplicity is even by Proposition 10. Thus, the total number of 
eigenvalues in the interval is odd. The remaining assertions are established 
using similar arguments. W 
THEOREM 12. Zf the q’s each have multiplicity one, then the eigenval- 
ues of D and P strictly interlace if and only if the C+ ‘s are all nonzero and 
have the saw sign. 
‘yg . . . () 0 \ 
‘ . 
=a 
0 . . . zwzzd 0 
\ 0 . . . 0 lUlzld) 
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THEOREM 13. With notation as above, if P = D + EZ*Z, then: 
(1) mult,( pi) = mult,( &>-1 if and only ifz, # 0. 
(2) Z_fq # 0 then H,(P) = H,(D) fl {z,}‘. 
(3) If zi = 0, then mult,( p,) = mult,( pi) or mult,( &) = mult,( pi) + 
1, and Hi(D) c H,(P) in either case. 
(4) Zf zi # 0 for each i, then the eigenvalues of P and D weakly interlace. 
Proof. Note that if U is a unitary matrix of the form U = U, @ .** CB U, 
in the decomposition H,(D) @ *-* CB H,(D), then U *DU = D and the eigen- 
values of U*PU = D + eU*z*zU are unchanged. Thus, replacing z byzU if 
necessary, we may assume that .zi = ( I$, 0,. . . , 0) in Hi(D), where & may 
or may not be 0. Suppose that 5, z 0 for t of these coordinates. Relabeling, 
we may assume cl, . . . ,[, are nonzero and &+ 1 = 9.. = 5, = 0. Thus, 
simultaneously permuting the rows and columns of D, we may write D = 
D, @ D,, whkre _ 
D, = 
p1 0 *** 0 
0 pz **. 0 
. . . . . . . 
;, (j ..: j, 
and D, is the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries consist of the remaining 
eigenvalues of D. Making the corresponding permutation of the entries of z, 
we get z = ( Cl,. . . , f;, 0,. . . , 0) and therefore 
Since the eigenvalues of D, have multiplicity one and none of the &‘s are 
zero, the eigenvalues of Q and D, strictly interlace by Theorem 0. Since 
mult, (pi) = m, - 1 and multg( pi) = 0 for 1 < i < t we get that 
multPt pi) = VQ - 1 for 1 < i < t. Thus, if li # 0, then mult,( pi) = m, - 1 
and it is clear that Hi(P) = Hi(D) n {q) ’ . Hence (2) is true. 
On the other hand, if t < i < s, then we have mult,z( pi) = m,. Thus, 
mult,( pi> > m, for these indices. It may happen, however, that Pi is an 
eigenvalue for Q, so that we have mult,( Pi) = m, + 1. Thus, if zi = 0, then 
mult,( pi) = mi or mult,( pi) + mj + 1. Moreover, in either of these cases 
we have Hi(D) C H,(P). This proves (1) and (3). 
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If zi # 0 for each i, then we have mult,( pi) = m, - 1, and therefore P 
has s new eigenvalues that (strictly) interlace the p,‘s. Hence, the eigenvalues 
of P and D weakly interlace. ??
Let us now return to the general case, where D is perturbed by r rank 
one self-adjoint matrices. Also, continue to denote the distinct eigenvalues of 
D by P,,.... P, and the associated eigenspaces of D and P by H,(D) and 
H,(P), respectively. Using the decomposition Cc” = H,(D) CB ... $ H,s( D), 
we get corresponding decompositions w1 = zcll @ ... @ w Is, . . . , IL, = w,, 
@3 . . . GI w,,~, where wi, E 
Hi(D) spanned by wn, . . . 
H,(D). Write ki for the dimension of subspace of 
1 w,i. 
THEOREM 14. We have mult,,( pi> - ki < multp( Pi> < mult,( Pi) + r 
- 2ki. In particular, ifki = r < m,, then mult,( Pi) = mult,( Pi> - r. 
Proof. Fix 1 Q i Q s. If ki = 0, then each wiis orthogonal to Hi(D) and 
so Hi(D) C Hi(P). Hence, mult.( pi> d mult,( pi). Also, it is clear from 
part (3) of Theorem 13 that mult,( Pi) < mult,( Pi) + r. Thus, the theorem 
is true in this case. 
So suppose ki > 0. Relabeling if necessary, we may assume that 
WI,>. . .1 wkzi are linearly independent. Consider P, = D + E~wTw~. Since 
w,~ # 0, we have that mult,i(&) = m, - 1 and H,(P,) = Hi(D) f’ {w,~}’ 
by Theorem 13. Thus, we may select a unitary U that diagonalizes P,, 
but is the identity on H,(P,). Note that U*PU = U*PIU + E,U*W~W,U + 
... +~~U*w,*tc,U, and therefore. if we write E for the diagonal matrix 
U*P,U and put xi = w,U, then Q = E + ??,xgx2 ... + E,$x, has the same 
eigenvalues as P. Moreover, we have H,(E) = H,(P,) = H,(D) f~ (zc,~}’ . 
If k, = 1, then each xi is orthogonal to H,(E) and so the addition of each 
E, XT X, to E cannot decrease the multiplicity of Pi as an eigenvalue of Q. It is 
possible, however, that the successive addition of each ??i XT xi for i = 2, . . . , r 
may increase the multiplicity by one for each summand. Hence, we have 
mult,( p,> - 1 < multp( pi> < m&J pi) - 1 + 
r - 1 = multJ pi) + r - 2k,, and so the assertion is true in this case. 
Finally, suppose k, > 1. If we let x2 i, . . . , xri denote the components of 
x2,..., x, in H,(E), then since wli,..., 
H,(D), it follows that xzi,. . . , 
w~,~ are linearly independent in 
x,.~ span a subspace of dimension k: = k, - 1 
in H,(E). Relabeling the xi’s, we may assume that zzi # 0, and repeating the 
argument above, we get that the multiplicity of pi in E + ep xz x2 is k: - I 
and the associated eigenspace is H,(E) n {x2i}i . Hence, we may continue 
by induction to conclude that the multiplicity of Pi in D t E,W~ w , 
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**a +ek,wk*,wk, is m, - ki. Thus if we write Pki = D + ??lwTwl + 
*** +~,w:~w,,, then multPk(&) = multn(p,) - ki. Moreover, IIZ,(P,~) = 
Hi(D) n (Wil> . . * 1 ‘JikiIi 3 aid so wij _L H,(P,,) for j = ki + 1,. . . , r. Thus, 
as in the previous case, the addition of each remaining summand cannot 
decrease the multiplicity, but may increase the multiplicity by one. Since 
there are r - ki additional summands, we get that mult,( pi> < m, - ki + 
r - k, = m, + r - .Zk,. ??
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